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ABSTRACT

Upgrading or replacing production systems is always a very resource-consuming task, in
particular if the systems being replaced are quite specialized, such as those serving any
Flight Test Ground Station.

In the recent past a large number of Ground Station systems were based in Digital's
VAX/VMS architecture. The computer industry then expanded very fast and by 1990 real-
time PCM data processing systems totally dependent on hardware and software designed
for IBM-PC compatible micro-computers were becoming available.

A complete system replacement in a typical Ground Station can take from one to several
years to become a reality. It depends on how complex the original system is, how complex
the resulting system needs to be, how much resources are available to support the
operation, how soon the organization needs it, etc.

This paper intends to review the main concerns encountered during the replacement of a
typical VAX/VMS-based by an Intel-Windows NT-based Ground Station. It covers the
transition from original requirements to totally new requirements, from mini-computers to
micro-computers, from DMA to high-speed LAN data transfers, while conserving some
key architectural features.

This 8-month development effort will expand EMBRAER's capability in acquiring,
processing and archiving PCM data in the next few years at a lower cost, while preserving
compatibility with old legacy flight test data.
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INTRODUCTION

Brazil's industrialization gained strength only after the Second World War, but even before
that, efforts from private and state owned companies existed with the intention of building
and selling commercial aircraft.

EMBRAER was founded in 1970 as a state-owned company. Eight years later EMBRAER
certified its "EMB-110 Bandeirante", a 19-seat non-pressurized commuter aircraft, under
FAA regulations. These were the days of French SFIM's A13 enregistreur photografique,
when engineers used strip-charts on paper films to record flight test data. The first PCM
airborne and ground data acquisition systems were introduced at EMBRAER in 1983 for
the flight test and certification program of the "EMB-120 Brasilia", EMBRAER's 30-seat
pressurized commuter aircraft.

The first steps toward replacement of conventional PCM front-end equipment and mini-
computer hardware began at EMBRAER's Flight Test Division in 1994. A complete
replacement will be possible in 1999 due to the development effort covered by this paper.

NEED FOR MIGRATION

After nearly a decade of service life, all the mini-computers that assisted the process of
converting PCM-data into consumable engineering data became a management problem
because of their relatively high maintenance costs. In early 1990's there was no really cost
effective replacement for all existing Ground Station specialized equipment that acquired,
processed and recorded PCM-data in real-time, particularly if all the necessary software
development was considered. But industry moved fast, and soon powerful PC-computers
and compatible PCM hardware became available at affordable prices.

In a few words, the first need for migration came from the fact that maintaining mini-
computers became a quite visible cost item. The second came from users now accustomed
to desktop applications supported by Microsoft Windows. The third came from Ground
Station operators concerned about their ability in servicing old PCM hardware in the
future.



From management's point-of-view, the major goals financing the migration from a mini-
computer based Ground Station were:

• to reduce maintenance costs (by replacing mini-computer hardware).
• to increase flight test productivity (by improving software tools).
• to improve operational safety (by replacing unsupported PCM hardware)

 

 ROAD MAP TO MIGRATION
 

 Past experiences with after-sale support (one must remember that being located in Brazil,
EMBRAER poses a natural logistics problem to suppliers when it comes to on-site
activities) recommended a very careful selection of hardware and software suppliers. A
poor choice could jeopardize the migration effort either by affecting negatively the
performance, or by putting at risk the longevity of the new architecture. Quality of
hardware and software documentation and the availability of source code were key items
in this selection process.
 

 After selecting the key hardware and software suppliers, a few development steps were
defined:
 

• development of a DOS diagnostic tool for understanding and exercising the PC-
compatible PCM hardware functions.

• development of a Windows VxD and a single-thread Win32 application for Windows
95 for acquiring, recording and transferring raw PCM data in real-time.

• development of a new Win32 application for displaying live telemetry data.
• development of a complete system for acquiring, processing, recording and broadcasting

of PCM data converted into consumable engineering floating-point data in real-time
under Windows NT.

 

 These steps represented parts of a learning process and were required because of the initial
level of experience with PC architecture and Microsoft Windows environment. They will
be reviewed in the next paragraphs.
 

 DOS DEVELOPMENT
 

 The original VMS application for acquisition and recording of raw PCM data ran on
Digital's early VAX computers (11/750, 8200, MicroVAX II), because in the past it was
easy to integrate Decom boxes and UNIBUS or Q-bus DMA interfaces. Major parts of
this application were written by a consulting company in VAX FORTRAN with a few
parts -- disk I/O routines and the DMA Device Driver -- in VAX Assembly language.
 



 The first PC-compatible PCM hardware tested was a full-size ISA card with
Decommutator, Simulator, and IRIG Time Reader circuitry hosting a daughter card with
Bit Synchronizer circuitry. The first application to talk to the ISA card was a DOS
application written and debugged, including the interrupt service routine that handled
Decom hardware interrupts, using Borland's C compiler and Turbo-Debugger. The ISA
card did not have any embedded DMA support, so decommutated data was "massaged"
directly from its local memory into application buffers. All data manipulation algorithms
and register loading routines necessary to the next development step were tested in this
environment.

 WINDOWS 95 DEVELOPMENT
 

 The basic design goal for this development step was to successfully share memory buffers
and provide event notification between a Windows Virtual Device Driver (VxD) and a
single-thread Win32 application under Microsoft Windows 95.
 

 The VxD was developed quickly with the help of a driver skeleton generator tool that
provided most "wrapping" for user specified driver functions. Many driver functions were
imported from the DOS application, including the code inside the DOS interrupt service
routine. The mechanism used for signaling a buffer completion event to the single-thread
application was very primitive: the VxD interrupt service routine called
Call_Global_Event() passing the address of a function that ultimately called a
PostMessage()-like service, which in turn sent a message to the main window of the
single-thread application. The VxD and the Win32 application shared memory space, so
all buffers containing decommutated data were ready when the message was processed by
the single-thread application main message loop. All this activity was monitored using the
Intel instruction rdtsc that reads the clock-tick counter register of Pentium processors. The
time spent by the VxD inside the interrupt service routine was very stable and never
exceeded 2 milliseconds for filling a 16 kbytes user buffer on a Pentium 133MHz servicing
10 interrupts per second. Other measured time intervals depended greatly on GUI activity
and exposed the fragility of this initial design.
 

 The other goal was to record locally and to transfer decommutated data to a VAX
computer for further processing as fast as possible. A DMA channel from the PC to the
VAX was out of the question, so the Ethernet network interface was the second obvious
choice for "fast" data transfer. With the lack of Windows 95 support for DECNET's
transparent task-to-task communication, TCP/IP socket implementation was the only other
alternative. TCP/IP stack support turned out to be a problem under Windows 95:
Winsock.dll needed to be "patched" twice and performed poorly under many
circumstances. The single-thread design and the choice made for event notification
between the VxD and the Win32 application pushed the use of CAsyncSocket::, the class
that handles socket readiness through the Windows messaging mechanism. The use of



asynchronous socket routines also reflected negatively in the overall performance of the
single-thread application.
 

 The VMS socket counterpart of the single-thread Win32 application was written in DEC-C
and made use of all known tricks to avoiding VMS'es Record Management Services
(RMS) for recording received data to disk. A second existing VMS application took the
recorded data and processed it into consumable engineering floating-point data, just like it
did with data recorded using the old VAX system connected to box-like PCM hardware.
 

 These Windows and VMS applications working together put an end to a 15-year service
life of a VAX 11/750.

 

 WINDOWS-BASED TELEMETRY DATA DISPLAYS
 

 This development step took advantage of a Win16 prototype developed in 1995 to support
the initial phases of EMBRAER's ERJ-145 regional jet flight test program. This Win16
application took telemetry data transmitted over the local area network in a single
broadcast UDP frame transmitted 5 times per second by an application running in a
MicroVAX II. The application took engineering data from a proprietary PCM multi-
processor system over a Q-bus DMA interface. Telemetry data was presented in different
graphic objects, such as needle meters, bar graphs and scrolling graphs.
 

 Besides providing visual monitoring of test measurements, the Win16 application also
helped engineers validate complex flight test routines through the use of an embedded
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) support. With DDE engineers could "link" complex
spreadsheet applications to a DDE data source that was actually retrieving live processed
telemetry data from the network link.
 

 The Win16 application had a few limitations (for instance, it was initially designed to be a
Single Document Interface application) but helped validate the "producer-consumer"
model. This model consists of a server capable of acquiring, processing, recording and
broadcasting ("producing") consumable engineering floating point data from raw PCM
data, and by one or more clients capable of receiving, formatting, displaying and re-
processing ("consuming") the data.
 

 The design goal of this development step was to accommodate requirements for a longer
operational life, so it was decided that the Windows "consumer" application would be
enhanced to support:
 

• the Win32 interface.
• interactive definition of graphic objects.



• two-way DDE communication with spreadsheet applications.
• integration of an interface to Flight Test Division's "Electronic Flight Card" to assist

flight test engineer's on-board validation and storage of test point results.
 

 The last enhancement was particularly important. Using the "Electronic Flight Card"
engineers could generate and store in a database several flight test plans in advance.
Integrated in the Windows data display software the "Electronic Flight Card" would make
visualization an accessory available to engineers conducting flight tests. To be able to
monitor flight test data it would be also necessary to bring PCM data processing on board
the test aircraft, adding new requirements to the last development step, the Windows NT
PCM data processing server.
 

 The new Windows test data Display software was developed before the Windows NT
PCM data processing server. When the application became operational in time for the first
flight of EMBRAER's new ERJ-135 regional jet in July 4th, 1998 it was limited to ground
use. For the first and subsequent flights of the ERJ-135, the scheme for broadcasting live
telemetry data through the old MicroVAX II system had to be revived.
 

 The current form of the new Windows interface has menu and tool bars. Through the menu
bar, the flight test engineer selects a previously stored flight test plan, selects a test point,
chooses graphic objects and selects measurements to be displayed, gives this "screen set"
a name and stores it away in the database. During the test flight the selection of any test
point brings up the associated "screen set" and activates the tool bar. Using the available
tools the engineer can "snap-shot" or continuously store time-stamped records with data
values in ASCII format for immediate use after flight, store text comments, recalculate CG
path, etc.
 

 WINDOWS NT DEVELOPMENT
 

 The last development step started in July 1998, some 18 months after the first PCM ISA
card installation. Telemetry product industry had moved fast and complete hardware and
software solutions for the Windows NT platform were available since 1996. The existence
of a functionally equivalent PCI version with embedded DMA support of the ISA card, a
NT Kernel Mode Device Driver and an associated API saved a lot of development effort
and solved a few problems:
 

• the fear of not being able to sustain raw PCM data processing at higher bit rates because
the lack of DMA support for the ISA card disappeared.

• the uncertainty of how much time would it take to develop and debug a Windows NT
DMA Kernel Mode Driver was eliminated.

• the need to rewrite the ISA card programming API disappeared.



 The architecture of the new Windows NT PCM data processing server had to consider
several pre-existing conditions, the most restrictive of all being the way information for
processing a raw data value into an engineering data value was structured and stored:
 

• all calibration and instrumentation information was stored in a hierarchical database
formed by a collection of VMS (RMS) indexed files. This database contained
information for all test flights since 1989 and was the base of all Ground Station
operations to date.

• operators had programming knowledge of database structures and had developed
several productivity tools to support the daily routine.

• no one was willing to give up the way raw data was processed, that is, by stacking up
small incremental routines designed to perform atomic operations such as data format
conversion, linear interpolation, polynomial evaluation, stack manipulation, conditional
branching, etc.

• the amount of time to design and develop a new database and new man-machine
interfaces was incompatible with the flight test engineer's desire of operating the new
Windows data display software on board test aircrafts as soon as possible.

 

 To cope with time constraints it was necessary to: a) provide a software tool to scan the
RMS database and build sequential binary tables to be used for data processing on the NT
server; b) spawn a work group that would redesign and relocate the database under a
network accessible database server for future integration.
 

 The design goals for the Windows NT PCM data processing server were:
 

• to support the existing raw data processing scheme based on small incremental routines.
• to support the existing network data frame formats for broadcasting live test data (not

limited to telemetry data anymore, since the NT server was now required to go on
board).

• to support the existing disk file format in raw data recording.
• to support the existing disk file format in engineering data recording.
• to be able to process and record at least 80.000 PCM words per second.
• to support simultaneous operation of the Windows data display software in the same

computer for the on-board operation.

A system like that would fit nicely either on ground or on-board and would remove all the
old hardware from active duty. The imponderable cost was how much would it take to get
confidence in a new operating system environment.

The following paragraphs list some of the lessons learned in the development process of
the Windows NT data processing server.



Learning About Windows NT I/O

Windows NT I/O may be a bit disappointing to one accustomed to VMS I/O support.

The original DMA driver used in the VAX system for transferring data from box-like PCM
equipment required one (and only one!) $QIO system service call in the application for
setting up transfer size, receive buffer start addresses and I/O completion event flags,
typically one flag per each allocated buffer. The application then hanged on a $WFLOR
system service call until a flag was set by the driver post-processing routine signaling the
completion of a data transfer. The wait state being satisfied the application had to clear the
flag, do some buffer processing, hang on the $WFLOR call again and repeat this cycle
indefinitely until some "operator-abort" command.

Windows NT I/O depends typically on ReadFile() and WaitFor|Single|Multiple|Objects()
service routines. A typical application should allocate n memory buffers and build an array
of n objects of class CEvent::, call ReadFile() service n times passing in each call a
pointer to one of the n buffers and the corresponding element of the CEvent:: object array,
then hang on a WaitForMultipleObjects() call passing the pointer of the CEvent:: object
array. The wait state being satisfied the application should "case" the returned value that, if
valid, represents the event number associated with the buffer just completed by the driver.
After buffer processing the application should reset the wait condition by calling
ResetEvent() and ReadFile() again using the same buffer and event object numbers, then
hang on WaitForMultipleObjects() once more.

DMA drivers in EMBRAER's Ground Station VAX systems doing PCM data acquisition
used only two buffers. With two buffers, flag 0 being set means "buffer 0 is ready", flag 1
means "buffer 1 is ready". A 0-1-0-1-0-1 flag sequence would indicate that the application
is consuming data in pace with the driver. Any 0-0 or 1-1 flag sequence would indicate
that the application is "running late" with respect to the driver and one buffer was just
overwritten. The need for more than two buffers can be justified if one expects I/O being
extraordinarily blocked once in a while by some other high-priority system activity. This
condition in a VAX computer would indicate that the operating system is reaching its
limits in terms of interrupt handling, from which it is not expected to recover unless
conditions change. Most Windows NT driver specialists recommend the use of multiple
buffers, although there is no official Microsoft recommendation. With multiple buffers the
"running late" condition is as easy to detect but trickier to reset under Windows NT.
Assuming that events would be signaled by its natural ascending order - if 10 events (and
buffers) are allocated, then the sequence 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 should be expected - the
"running late" condition would appear as a sequence like 1-2-3-4-6-5-7-8-9-10. To reset
the wait condition and restore the natural order of events upon receiving event 6 out of
sequence the application should call ResetEvent() and ReadFile() for buffers 5 and 6 and



discard the next loop pass through WaitForMultipleObjects(), which would necessary give
event 5.

Learning About Threads And Priorities

The single-thread Win32 application initially developed for PCM data acquisition used a
class of non-blocking sockets called CAsyncSocket:: for transmitting data to a VAX
system for further processing. KRUGLINSKI [1] proposed a different class of blocking
sockets called CBlockingSocket::.for use in threads that do not need a message processing
loop. These threads are called worker threads and are very appropriate for handling
synchronous I/O requests. Threads that need to communicate with an operator use
windows and have their own message loop are called user interface (UI) threads [2].
Blocking operations on a worker thread force the thread to be rescheduled, allowing other
threads such as an UI thread to run therefore keeping the application responsive to
operator commands.

Real-time processes usually do not communicate directly with an operator terminal. Under
VMS the typical mechanism was to share data (through Global Sections) and events
(through Common Event Flag Clusters) with another lower priority process that handled
operator inputs. The use of threads in Windows NT simplifies but does not eliminate the
need for a multi-process design simply because the only way of making a thread run in
real-time priority is to assign real-time priority to the process which contains all threads,
including the UI thread. Apparently, the only services available to change thread priorities
in the Win32 subsystem are SetPriorityClass(), which fixes the class base priority level,
and SetThreadPriority(), which fixes priorities within a class [3]. Therefore, a thread in
process with base priority 24 (Real Time) cannot have its priority lowered bellow 16
(Idle). This said, the only way to have a non-real-time priority UI thread controlling one or
more real-time worker threads is to have a separate process for each thread kind. This
seems too complicated when one remembers that under VMS all that was required was
ALTPRI privilege and a call to $SETPRI system service to raise or lower process priority
in or out of the real-time arena (priority 16 and above).

Learning About Windows NT Server Options

One of the features of the Windows NT data processing server is the ability of re-process
test data from a raw data file. Both input and output files in such operation are fairly large,
anything from 200 Mbytes to 1 Gbyte of disk space each. During raw data file re-
processing a significant performance difference was detected by switching options
Maximize Throughput for File Sharing (MTFS) and Maximize Throughput for Network
Applications (MTNA) for service Server under \Control Panel\Network. For operations
with large files the process was quicker if option MTNA was selected, and for smaller files



it was quicker if MTFS was selected. This behavior seems to be related to the way
Windows NT disk cache gives up memory back to the operating system: when MTFS is
selected the amount of memory available to applications tends to zero and is returned very
slowly to the system after a "file-close" operation; when MTNA is selected the amount of
memory tends to stay around 4 Mbytes and is returned very quickly to the system after a
"file-close" operation.

Blue Screen
The "blue screen" shown by Windows NT on a system crash has no equivalent on VMS,
neither in appearance nor in frequency. This is just another thing old VMS users need to
get used to...

PRACTICAL RESULTS

The Windows NT PCM data processing server became operational by November 1998.
After a few confidence tests on ground it flew with aircraft ERJ-135 serial number 2 on a
Pentium 200MHz MMX with 64 Mbytes of memory. The same computer could run the
Windows data display software and performed sufficiently well unless another resource
consuming application -- such as Microsoft Access -- was loaded during the test. All
floating-point data generated during the test flight was recorded on a removable hard-drive
and taken after the flight to a ground computer for post flight analysis. The system flew for
approximately 30 flights until February 1999 and then moved to aircraft prototype 801
where it is still on duty.

No extensive performance tests were formally conducted with the Pentium 200MHz MMX
system, but all processing times were monitored using the rdtsc Pentium instruction.
Average processing times for a 550 measurements scenario in a 15 frames x 133 words
major frame running at 20,000 words/second were 3.6 milliseconds per each major frame.
CPU usage during a typical operation (acquiring, recording raw and engineering data and
broadcasting UDP frames) was 6%. A raw data file re-processing operation was taking 5
minutes for 1.5 hours of flight using the same scenario. All this indicates that the required
mark of 80,000 samples per second processing capability shall be reached painlessly.

CONCLUSION

The new modus operandi introduced by the new architecture is saving hundreds of hours
and dollars on Ground Station operation, and has had a very positive impact on overall
flight test productivity:

a) flight test data is now "carried" out of the test aircraft and immediately made
available for post-flight analysis;



b) test point validation has been facilitated and is available to all engineers through the
"Electronic Flight Card" database;

c) mini-computer replacement will save approximately US$50,000 in maintenance
costs in the first year and US$30,000 in the second year of operation;

d) the PC-platform is easier and cheaper to expand, so new requirements can be
incorporated very quickly at lower costs;

e) engineers and operators are happy because they feel "at-home" with the Windows
interface.

PC's seem to be the obvious choice for hosting specialized systems such as PCM data
acquisition, but adopting the PC-platform does not necessarily imply in a brighter or safer
future:

• PC and PCM hardware compatibility will always be in danger (remember: the computer
industry does not care much about niche markets such as PCM real-time data
processing). Hope exists when one regards how flexible telemetry hardware
manufacturers became adapting themselves to constant changes made to PC-hardware
in the last few years.

 

• Systems developed for the PC-platform are not necessarily as cheap as the hardware it
sits on. Again, a small change in the computer industry may cause retirement of systems
with just a few hundred hours of operational life (remember EISA?) instantly throwing
away tens of thousands of dollars in investments.

The speed that changes in the industry affects an average computer user increases every
time and keeping up with this ever faster pace is a real challenge. Maybe somewhere in the
future stability and longevity will return as key system attributes. By then VAX and VMS
shall be greatly missed.
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